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Abstract A probabilistic approach that is based on

Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) was developed in this

study to design and perform sensitivity analysis of

rock slope. The probabilistic approach uses MCS to

perform a series of single objective optimizations for

design of rock slope and to perform sensitivity

analysis of rock slope stability. The MCS-based

approach was used to evaluate the failure probability

of a rock slope system and to determine a safe

maximum slope height for rock slope design. To

achieve this, the performance of different rock prop-

erties and rock slope conditions were explicitly

considered towards achieving the target reliability

index of the rock slope. The approach can achieve

multiple rock slope design specifications using differ-

ent target reliability indexes from a single run of MCS.

The proposed probabilistic approach was illustrated

through an example of rock slope design to determine

feasible designs under different rock slope conditions.

Also, sensitivity studies were performed to explore the

effects of uncertainties in tension crack depth and

water depth in tension crack, and variability in rock

unit weight. The results show that the effects of

uncertainties and variability on rock slope stability can

be significant and should be incorporated during

design analysis. Incorporating such uncertainties and

variability in rock slope design is achieved with

relative ease using the proposed approach.

Keywords Monte Carlo simulation � Sensitivity
analysis � Reliability-based design � Rock slope �
Uncertainty � Variability

1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, reliability analysis of slope

stability has attracted significant research attention

(Christian et al. 1994; Low 1997; Park andWest 2001;

Duzgun et al. 2003; Jimenez-Rodriguez et al. 2006;

Hoek 2007; Low 2007; Li et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2013;

Dadashzadeh et al. 2017; Aladejare and Wang 2018).

Different past research works on reliability of rock

slope have attempted to address one or more short-

comings of previous methods, ranging from treating

rock parameters as random variables to incorporating

correlation between shear strength parameters of rocks

in reliability analysis of rock slopes (Low 2007; Li

et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2013; Dadashzadeh et al. 2017;

Aladejare and Wang 2018). Generally, the reliability

of slope stability is frequently evaluated by a
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reliability index, b or slope probability of failure Pf ,

which is defined as the probability that the minimum

factor of safety (FS) is less than a reference value, say

a unity for instance. Table 1 lists b and Pf for

representative geotechnical components and systems

with their expected performance levels. Geotechnical

designs typically require a b value greater than 3.0

(i.e., Pf = 0.001) for an expected performance better

than ‘‘Above average’’. With the calculation of the

slope probability of failure, the reliability analysis of

the rock slope can be easily performed.

However, properties of rock are associated with

uncertainties, some of which are unavoidable (Alade-

jare andWang 2019a, b). Aladejare andWang (2017a)

reported that there is large range of variability in rock

properties. The natural variability in rock properties is

a direct result of various factors which rocks are

subjected to during their formation. In geologic history

of rocks, they are often affected by factors like

properties of their parent materials, weathering and

erosion processes, transportation agents, and condi-

tions of sedimentation (Phoon and Kulhawy 1999;

Wang and Aladejare 2015, 2016a). This natural

variability cannot be reduced no matter our level of

knowledge of rock properties and expertise displayed

in estimating them (Baecher and Christian 2003).

Added to this naturally occurring variability in rock

properties are knowledge-based uncertainties, which

include measurement errors, statistical uncertainty and

transformation uncertainty (Phoon and Kulhawy

1999; Aladejare 2016, 2019). Unlike the natural

variability, the knowledge-based uncertainties can be

reduced if not eliminated. The magnitude of knowl-

edge-based uncertainties reduces as level of knowl-

edge increases (Baecher and Christian 2003).

Dealing with variability and uncertainties have

been a major bottleneck to full adoption of probabilis-

tic approaches in rock mechanics and rock

engineering. To bypass the difficulty and often

assumed complexity thrown up by uncertainties,

conservative designs are generally adopted through

the deterministic design approach. However, this

deterministic approach does not consider uncertainties

in an explicit manner, and experience shows that the

conservative designs are not always invulnerable to

failure (El-Ramly et al. 2002; Cao et al. 2016;

Aladejare and Wang 2018). Some research works

have shown that conservative design may either over

estimate or underestimate failure probability of rock

engineering systems (Wang and Aladejare 2016b;

Aladejare and Wang 2017b).

Reliability-based design (RBD) approach has been

developed and utilized to address the shortcomings of

the deterministic approach (Baecher and Christian

2003; Fenton and Griffiths 2008; Peng et al. 2017;

Aladejare and Wang 2018). Although, the RBD

approach can consider uncertainties explicitly, an

accurate statistical characterization of uncertainties of

geotechnical parameters is necessary. However, rock

properties contain variability and uncertainties and it

may be difficult to establish the exact prevailing rock

slope conditions at a rock slope site. Therefore, there is

need to have an approach that can consider varying

rock variabilities and uncertainties in rock slope

conditions during design of rock slope and assessment

of rock slope stability. Moreover, extensive study is

yet to made on the sensitivity analysis of rock slope

stability to varying rock properties and slope condi-

tions through the incorporation of the variability and

uncertainties affecting rock slope (e.g., Jimenez-

Rodriguez and Sitar 2007; Li et al. 2011a, b; Basahel

and Mitri 2019).

This paper develops an MCS-based probabilistic

approach for design and sensitivity analysis of rock

slope. The approach deals rationally with the variabil-

ity and uncertainties in rock parameters and achieves

Table 1 Relationship

between reliability index

(b) and probability of

failure (pf ). (After US

Army Corps of Engineers

1997)

Uð:Þ = standard normal

CDF

Reliability index b Probability of failure pf ¼ Uð�bÞ Expected performance level

1.0 0.16 Hazardous

1.5 0.07 Unsatisfactory

2.0 0.023 Poor

2.5 0.006 Below average

3.0 0.001 Above average

4.0 0.00003 Good

5.0 0.0000003 High
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the desired degrees of reliability with a single run of

MCS. Furthermore, it provides a rational route to

investigate the performance of the various rock slope

geometries and conditions in current RBD towards

achieving the desired reliabilities. The paper starts

with a brief review on the deterministic design

approach to rock slope using limit equilibrium model.

Subsequently, an MCS-based probabilistic design

approach is proposed, and its design steps are illus-

trated through a rock slope example that has been used

in literature. The probabilistic design approach is used

to perform sensitivity analysis of rock slope stability

and offers the possibility of achieving designs for

different reliability indexes. The approach is used to

explore the effects of the uncertainties in tension crack

depth and depth of water in tension crack, and

variability in rock unit weight on feasible designs of

the rock slope.

2 Deterministic Limit Equilibrium Design Model

of Rock Slope

Consider a rock slope, which is assumed with a 1 m

thick slice through the slope and has a water-filled

tension crack (Hoek 2007). A two-dimensional limit

equilibrium model with single failure model, in which

the rock slope is assumed with a 1 m thick slice

through the slope, which is shown in Fig. 1 is used in

this study to perform reliability-based design of rock

slope. The factor of safety (FS) is computed by

resolving all forces acting on the slope into compo-

nents that are parallel and normal to the sliding

surface. The vector sum of the block weight acting on

the plane is termed the driving force. The product of

normal forces and the tangent of friction angle, plus

the cohesion force, is the resisting force. The FS is

calculated as the ratio of the sum of resisting forces to

the sum of driving forces (Hoek and Bray 1981; Hoek

2007).

The FS normally adopted depends on the purpose

for which design is being made, either short or long-

term use and magnitude of excavations for instance.

Therefore, this study assumes that the slope is safe

when the FS is greater than one (FS[ 1), which is

consistent with previous studies on reliability of rock

slopes (Jimenez-Rodriguez et al. 2006; Johari and Lari

2016; Aladejare and Wang 2018). This study consid-

ers a situation of a rock slope with water-filled tension

crack using the deterministic model, and its FS is

computed as (Hoek 2007):

FS ¼
cAþ ðWcoswp � U � VsinwpÞtan/

Wsinwp þ Vcoswp

ð1Þ

where c is the cohesive strength along sliding surface;

A is the base area of wedge; W is the weight of rock

wedge resting on the failure surface; wp is the angle of

failure surface; U is the uplift force due to water

pressure on failure surface; V is the horizontal force

due to the water in tension crack;/ is the friction angle

of sliding surface.

In Eq. (1), the area A, weight of rock wedge W,

uplift force U, and force of water in tension crack V,

are calculated as (Hoek 2007):

A ¼ H� z

sinwp

ð2Þ

W ¼ 1

2
crH

2 1� z=Hð Þ2
h i

cotwp � cotwf

n o
ð3Þ

U ¼ 1

2
cwzwA ð4Þ

V ¼ 1

2
cwz

2
w ð5Þ

where H is the height of the overall slope, z is the depth

of tension crack, zw is depth of water in tension crack,

and wf is the overall slope angle measured from the

horizontal. One of the design parameters for rock slope

is the slope height, H and the maximum value of H that

satisfies the FS requirement is usually required during

H 

W 
Failure surface 

V 

U

Tension crack 

Water pressure 
distribution 

z 
zw

Fig. 1 Illustration of a slope with water-filled tension crack.

(Modified after Hoek 2007)
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rock slope designs. However, this cannot be explicitly

or accurately evaluated from a deterministic perspec-

tive. In addition, the deterministic model [i.e., Eq. (1)]

consist of some uncertain variables (i.e., slope param-

eters such as c and /) whose nature or characteristics
cannot be fully explored in the deterministic design

approach. It is therefore straightforward to extend the

deterministic design to an MCS-based probabilistic

design, where maximum value of H can be deter-

mined, and the uncertainty of the slope parameters can

be incorporated.

3 MCS-Based Probabilistic Limit Equilibrium

Design of Rock Slope

MCS is a numerical process of repeatedly calculating a

mathematical or empirical operator in which the

variables within the operator are random or contain

uncertainty with prescribed probability distributions

(Ang and Tang 2007; Aladejare and Wang 2017b).

The numerical result from each repetition of the

numerical process is considered as a sample of the true

solution of the operator, analogous to an observed

sample from a physical experiment. In the MCS-based

probabilistic design, a design problem can be resolved

using the probability distributions of site information

available (e.g., rock shear strength parameters) and

rock slope conditions. In the probabilistic design, the

possible ranges of design parameters (e.g., slope

height, bench height and width, etc.) are also specified.

For a prescribed design scenario, MCS-based proba-

bilistic design is used to calculate failure probabilities

of different possible designs in this study and to

determine the final design. In the design analysis, the

design parameters are artificially viewed as indepen-

dent discrete uniform random variables (Aladejare and

Wang 2018).

Consider for instance, the probabilistic design of

the rock slope illustrated in Sect. 2, where the

mathematical operator involves computing FS [i.e.,

Equation (1)] and judgement of whether the slope is

safe or not. Slope height (H) is one of the design

parameters often required in mining engineering,

especially during design of surface mining methods

(Jimenez-Rodriguez et al. 2006; Aladejare and Wang

2018). Mining engineers and practitioners are inter-

ested in the determination of the feasible maximum H,

which ensure safety of rock slope and achieves the

target probability of failure PT or target reliability

index bT . A feasible maximum slope height, H ensures

maximum excavation leading to greater return on

investment of projects in mining operations. Note that

slope angle is also an important design parameter in

rock slope stability. However, this study focuses on a

single design parameter (i.e., slope height, H) and it

can be extended to cases where the determination of

slope angle is more paramount in the rock slope

design.

The rock slope design process starts with the

calculation of the failure probabilities of the rock slope

for a given value of H [i.e., conditional probability

PðFjHÞ] as (Aladejare and Wang 2018):

PðFjHÞ ¼ PðHjFÞPðFÞ
PðHÞ ð6Þ

PðHjFÞ in Eq. (6) is the conditional probability of H

given that failure occurs, and it is defined as the ratio of

the number of simulation samples where failure occurs

for a specific value of H to the number of simulation

samples where failure occurs; PðFÞ is the probability
of occurrence of failure over total simulation samples,

and it is defined as the ratio of the number of

simulation samples where failure occurs to the total

number of simulation samples; and PðHÞ is a constant,
representing the inverse of the number of possible

discrete values for H used in the design analysis. Note

that Eq. (6) is incorporated in this study to be able to

evaluate the probability of occurrence of failure and

conditional probability of H, which change as the rock

properties and slope conditions change.

Determination of feasible rock slope designs is

performed by comparing the failure probability for

specific value of H, PðFjHÞ with the target failure

probability. In this case, the feasible rock slope

designs are those with PðFjHÞ�PT . Note that, the

failure event F of a design parameter H is considered to

occur when the performance of H is unsatisfactory

according to a prescribed design criterion (e.g., its

factor of safety is less than one). The maximum value

of H for which PðFjHÞ�PT is the feasible maximum

slope height, H which satisfy the FS requirement and

achieves the target probability of failure PT or target

reliability index bT . Therefore, in addition to the other
uncertain variables in the operator (i.e., rock properties

and rock slope conditions), a probability distribution is

artificially prescribed for the slope height (H).
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Probability theory has been used to model the

uncertainties in geotechnical materials by treating

geotechnical parameters as random variables (Phoon

and Kulhawy 1999; Aladejare 2016). Proper proba-

bility distribution functions can be used to model

uncertainties that arise in geotechnical properties and

parameters. For instance, normal or lognormal distri-

butions are frequently used to model shear strength

parameters of rock (i.e., c and /). To estimate the

failure probability for different statistics using MCS-

based design approach, the samples of the two main

rock parameters, c and /, are generated with the

assumption that c and / are independent and normally

distributed within typical ranges.

The slope height, H, which is a geometric dimen-

sion of the rock slope is rounded up to the nearest 1 m

for construction convenience. Due to this, they are

considered as discrete variables and treated as inde-

pendent discrete random variables. To avoid bias in

the occurrence of discrete values of H in the distribu-

tion space, H is treated as independent discrete random

variable with a uniformly distributed probability mass

function P(H). The uniform probability mass function

P(H) is used to produce enough variation of H needed

for calculating PðFjHÞ and it does not reflect the

uncertainty of H, which is a design parameter with no

uncertainty associated with it.

4 Implementation Procedures

Figure 2 shows a flow chart for the implementation of

the MCS-based probabilistic approach for design and

sensitivity analysis of rock slope. The implementation

procedure consists of six major steps and they are

summarized as follows:

1. Establish the deterministic computational model

of rock slope for computing all the resisting and

driving forces of rock slope, for the check of FS

requirement.

2. Model the uncertainties in rock parameters, rock

slope conditions and obtain probability distribu-

tion of design parameter of interest (i.e., H).

3. Perform MCS using random samples of uncertain

variables and design parameter, H as inputs in the

deterministic computational model.

4. Perform statistical analysis of the simulation

results to estimate PðFÞ, PðHjFÞ and PðFjHÞ.

5. Determine feasible designs by comparing PðFjHÞ
with target failure probability PT of interest.

Subsequently, select the maximum H which

satisfies the FS requirement and target failure

probability as the final slope height, H.

6. Repeat steps (4) and (5) for each design scenario

under specific rock slope conditions or specifica-

tions to obtain its corresponding final design.

The approach presented in this study and its basic

implementation steps are programmed in MATLAB

and are illustrated using a rock slope design example

in the next section. Note that the implementation of the

proposed approach is simple and straightforward and

can also be implemented using Microsoft Excel. This

makes the adoption and adaptation of the proposed

approach by mining engineers and practitioners to be

easy, without major computational difficulty.

Start 

Establish deterministic model for design analysis of rock slope 

Characterize the probability distributions for uncertain rock 
parameters, rock slope conditions and design parameter (H)  

Calculate the feasible maximum slope height H for the rock 
slope using one set of random samples as input

Perform m times repetitive
calculations of the previous
step using different sets of
random samples as input every

time?

No 

Repeat (m-1) times

Yes 

Perform statistical analysis of the simulation results to estimate 
failure probability of H for m calculations

Determine feasible designs by comparing failure probability of 
H with target failure probability  of interest

 Design decision

Fig. 2 Implementation flow chart for MCS probabilistic design

of rock slope
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5 Illustrative Example: Sau Mau Ping Rock Slope

The case history of the Sau Mau Ping rock slope in

Hong Kong is used in this paper to illustrate the MCS-

based approach. Sau Mau Ping rock slope in Hong

Kong has been the subject of several studies (Hoek

2007; Low 2007, 2008; Li et al. 2011a, b; Wang et al.

2013). Figure 1 shows an illustration of the geometry

of the SauMau Ping rock slope for water-filled tension

crack. Note that the rock mass of the Sau Mau Ping

Slope is un-weathered granite and an initial study by

Hoek (2007) led to its simplification as a single

unstable block with a water-filled tension crack

involving only a single failure mode. Adopting the

slope parameters from Hoek (2007), potential failure

plane is inclined at 35�, overall slope angle (i.e., wf ) is

50�, the unit weight of rock (i.e., cr) and water (i.e., cw)
are 0.026 MN/m3 and 0.01 MN/m3, respectively, and

they are all assumed to be fixed values.

Table 2 presents the random variables and their

statistics for Sau Mau Ping rock slope by Hoek (2007).

The random variables include shear strength param-

eters of the slope (c and /), depth of tension crack and
depth of water in the tension crack. To better illustrate

the idea of this study, only the shear strength

parameters of the rock slope (i.e., c and /) are treated
as random variable in this section. In the section

named ‘‘Sensitivity analysis of rock slope stability’’,

the uncertainties in the depth of the tension crack and

depth of water in the crack are considered to show how

rock slope conditions affect reliability. To perform the

reliability analysis, different slope heights, H (i.e.,

design parameter) are considered with H ranging from

20 m to 80 m with an increment of 5 m. The range of

20–80 m is considered appropriate as it captures the

range or value of H used for similar reliability analysis

in literature (Hoek 2007; Aladejare and Wang 2018).

The software package MATLAB (Mathworks

2018) is used in this paper to perform the MCS. The

MCS starts with the generation of random samples for

the design input parameter (i.e., H) and the uncertain

variables (i.e., c and /) using their respective

prescribed probability distributions and statistics as

given in Table 2. This study adopts a sample size of

10,000,000 to further improve the resolution at small

probability levels. Thus, a total of 10,000,000 random

samples of H, c and / are generated, which leads to

10,000,000 calculations of FS. Therefore, 10,000,000

FS values are calculated using Eqs. (1–5) for each set

of 10,000,000 random samples of H, c, and / together

with other fixed parameters (i.e., wp ¼ 35�, wf ¼ 50�,

cw ¼ 0:01 MPa, cr ¼ 0:026 MPa, z = 14 m and zw-
= 7 m). After the MCS, the number of MCS samples

where failure occurs (i.e., FS\ 1.0) at a specific value

of H are counted. Then, conditional probability,

PðFjHÞ for failure (i.e., Pf ) is computed accordingly

using Eq. (6).

5.1 Determination of Feasible Designs

Figure 3 shows the numbers of failure and safe

samples of slope height, H for different possible

designs in the design space. The slope height, H is

treated as discrete uniform random variable ranging

from 20 m to 80 m with an increment of 5 m, yielding

a total of 13 possible design values in the design space.

A total of 10,000,000 random samples are simulated

for the 13 possible design values of H. Based on the

random samples, their corresponding values of per-

formance function are evaluated using Eqs. (1–5), and

failure samples corresponding to each design are then

identified by determining whether their FS is less than

unity (i.e., FS\ 1.0). In Fig. 3, the peak of the

histogram at around 769,230 shows the number of

unconditional random samples of H simulated for each

Table 2 Statistics of the random variables for Sau Mau Ping rock Slope. (From Hoek 2007)

Random variables Probability distribution Mean Std. dev.

Cohesion strength of joint surface, c Normal 0.1 MPa ± 0.02

Friction angle on joint surface, u Normal 35� ± 5�
Depth of tension crack, z Normal 14 m ± 3 m

Depth of water in tension crack, zw Exponential with mean 0.5z, truncated to [0, z]

The unit for Cohesion has been converted from tonne/m2 in Hoek [6] to MPa
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of the 13 possible designs. It also shows the number of

failure and safe samples in the total simulated samples

of H which are represented as red and blue columns in

the histogram, respectively. The number of failure

samples increases as H increases, which is logical

since safety problems in mining increase as the height

of excavation or slope height increases.

Figure 4 shows the conditional probability, PðFjHÞ
for failure (i.e., Pf ) obtained from a single run of MCS

and it is represented by open triangles at specific

values of H. The solid line in Fig. 4 is used to depict

the target failure probability, PT which acts as the

reliability constraint for the rock slope. The variation

of the failure probability in the possible design space is

helpful in making design decision between

unsatisfactory and feasible designs in the design

space. The target failure probability, PT is taken as

0.00135 (i.e., target reliability index, bT ¼ 3:0). The

feasible designs are the values of H that fall below the

solid line (i.e., PT ¼ 0:00135) shown in Fig. 4.

Although from Fig. 4, the values of Pf increases as

H increases, the feasible designs for the rock slope are

H� 45 m. Since the goal of every mining operation is

to maximize profit while ensuring safety of the

workers and workplace, the feasible design with a

maximum H value (i.e., 45 m) is chosen as the final

design of the rock slope. This will ensure safety and

maximum excavation of the rock slope.

5.2 Feasible Designs for Rock Slope with Water

Pressure in Tension Crack Only

In the previous subsection, the feasible designs for the

rock slope are determined based on the assumption

that the influence of ground water on the stability of

the rock slope is due to the water present in both the

tension crack and along the sliding surface. However,

under some conditions, water pressure may develop in

the tension crack only (Wyllie and Mah 2014, 2017;

Wyllie 2018). For example, a scenario where a heavy

rainstorm after a long dry spell results in surface water

flowing directly into the tension crack and the

remainder of the rock mass is relatively impermeable

or the sliding surface contains a low-conductivity clay

filling. In such scenario, the uplift force U could also

be zero or nearly zero. In either case, the FS of the rock

slope for these transient conditions is calculated by

Eq. (1) withU = 0 and V given by Eq. (5) (Wyllie and

Mah 2014, 2017; Wyllie 2018).

It is important that rock slope designs assess the

sensitivity of the feasible designs to a range of realistic

ground water pressure conditions and particularly the

effects of transient pressures due to rapid recharge.

Therefore, the MCS-based approach developed in this

paper is also applied to this special condition of when

water pressure develop in tension crack only. The

results of the conditional probability, PðFjHÞ for

failure (i.e., Pf ) for this condition are shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, PðFjHÞ at specific values of H are

represented as open circles and the feasible designs

for the rock slope is H� 50 m when the target

probability of failure is 0.00135. The feasible design
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with a maximum H value (i.e., 50 m) is chosen as the

final design.

For comparison purpose, the PðFjHÞ obtained from
Sect. 5.1 (i.e., water present in both the tension crack

and along the sliding surface) are also added to the

figure as open triangles. Although, the open triangles

and circles show similar progression pattern as the H

values increases, the final design value when water is

present in the tension crack only (i.e., H = 50 m) is

greater than the value obtained in Sect. 5.1 (i.e.,

H = 45 m). This shows that the presence of water

along the sliding face of a rock slope in the earlier case

increases the possibility of slope failure more than

when water is present in the tension crack only.

Therefore, it is important that mining engineers and

practitioners establish the absence or presence of

water in both areas (i.e., tension crack and along the

sliding surface) to explicitly determine an appropriate

slope design. This is especially vital under transient

conditions to avoid overestimation or underestimation

of reliability of rock slope.

6 Sensitivity Analysis of Rock Slope Stability

To assess the influence of different rock slope

conditions and uncertainties on reliability of slopes,

sensitivity analysis is performed in this section. Firstly,

the flexibility of the proposed approach to adjust to

different target reliability indexes is explored. Then,

the effect of uncertainties in depth of tension crack and

the depth of water in the tension crack as well as

variability of rock unit weight are also investigated.

6.1 Sensitivity on Target Failure Probability

Figure 6 shows the conditional probability, PðFjHÞ.
for failure (i.e., Pf ) and H for two different target

failure probabilities. Figure 6 can be interpreted as

results of a sensitivity on Pf or a reliability sensitivity

study. Figure 6 shows feasible rock slope designs for

the two cases in the illustrative example under

different target failure probabilities. A new target

failure probability, PT ¼ 0:000233 (i.e., target relia-

bility index, bT ¼ 3:5) is added to Fig. 5 to obtain

Fig. 6, and the added target failure probability is

represented with dashed lines. The new target relia-

bility index probability (i.e., bT ¼ 3:5) depicts a

performance level between ‘‘Above Average’’ and

‘‘Good’’ in Table 1 (e.g., Orr and Breysse 2008; Pan

et al. 2017).

The feasible designs for the new PT are those that

fall below the dashed lines (i.e., H� 30 m and

H� 35 m for water-filled slope and slope with water

pressure in the tension crack only, respectively) and

the final design is the maximum H among the feasible

design values (i.e., H = 30 and 35 m, respectively).

The proposed MCS-based approach allows feasible

rock slope designs given different values of target

probability of failure to be obtained directly from the

MCS results without additional computation. It can be

observed from Fig. 6 that the MCS-based approach

allows design engineers to easily adjust PT to
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accommodate the needs of design projects. This kind

of adjustment can arise during design analysis, where

mining engineers and practitioners need to adjust the

design FS and reliability index to suit prevailing geo-

mechanical conditions of rock slopes and economic

requirement.

6.2 Effect of Uncertainty in Depth of Tension

Crack

In practical design of rock slope, it may be difficult to

accurately measure the depth of tension crack in a rock

slope, especially in an undulating terrain where

accessibility is limited. While it is easier to take a

deterministic value for depth of such tension crack,

uncertainty in the depth of tension cracks may have

significant effects on rock slope designs. To explore

the effect of uncertainty in depth of tension crack, a

sensitivity study is performed in this subsection that

considers the uncertainty in the depth of tension crack

in the design. The proposed MCS-based probabilistic

approach allows rock design engineers to easily

incorporate the uncertainties.

For this sensitivity study, four cases of depth of

tension crack, z, are considered. One case is when z is

deterministic at 14 m, which was already used in

Sect. 5. Two additional deterministic cases are

included at situations where the depth of the tension

crack is equal to the minimum andmaximum values of

slope height considered in the rock slope design (i.e.,

z = 20 m and 80 m). The fourth case of z considered is

taken from Table 2, with z normally distributed with a

mean of 14 m and standard deviation of 3 m. There-

fore, MCS is performed using the two deterministic

depths of tension crack of 20 m and 80 m, and a

random depth of tension crack.

Figure 7 shows the results from the sensitivity

studies in a plot of Pf against H. When the depth of

tension crack is deterministic and increases from 14 to

80 m, the Pf against H relationship moves up of the

plot. The Pf . values at the same H values increases

significantly as the depth of tension crack increases

from 14 to 80 m. When the depth of tension crack is

modelled as a random variable normally distributed

with a mean of 14 m and standard deviation of 3 m,

the Pf against H relationship almost overlaps with Pf

against H relationship obtained when z is deterministic

at z = 14 m. The similarities in the results of the two

cases seems to suggest that the standard deviation of

about 3 m in the depth of tension crack has little or no

effect on the overall response of the rock slope. At

z = 80 m, there is no feasible design, while the final

designs at z = 14 m and 20 m are H = 45 m and

H = 40 m, respectively. Also, the final design when z

is randomly distributed with a mean of 14 m and

standard deviation of 3 m is H = 45 m. This further

suggests that there are close similarities in the results

when z is considered deterministic at z = 14 m and

when it is modelled as randomly distributed with a

mean of 14 m and standard deviation of 3 m.

6.3 Effect of Uncertainty in Depth of Water

in Tension Crack

Hoek (2007) assumed the mean depth of water to be a

half of the depth of tension crack. He furthered that the

maximum depth of water cannot exceed the depth

of tension crack z and, this value would occur very

rarely. Therefore, there is possibility that the depth of

water in the tension crack could range between two

extreme conditions, one is the tension crack not having

water at all (i.e., zw = 0 m) and the other is the tension

crack fully filled with water (i.e., zw = 14 m). The

depth of water in tension crack could have significant

effect on FS calculations and the final design. To

explore the effect of depth of water in tension crack, a

series of sensitivity studies with three different zw (i.e.

zw = 0 m, 7 m and 14 m) was carried out. In addition,

the zw is explicitly modelled as uncertain in the MCS,

and it was considered as a random variable
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exponentially distributed between [0 m, 14 m]. The

zw range is consistent with the two extreme conditions

of zw suggested by Hoek (2007).

Figure 8 plots the results of Pf against H from the

sensitivity studies. When zw is deterministic and

increases from 0 m to 14 m, the Pf values increase

for every H and cause upward movement of the Pf

against H relationship of the plot. The Pf values at the

same H values increases significantly as the water

depth in tension crack increases from 0 to 14 m.When

the water depth in tension crack was modelled as a

random variable distributed between [0 m, 14 m], the

Pf against H relationship almost overlaps with Pf

against H relationship obtained when zw is determin-

istic at zw = 7 m. This suggests that a deterministic

value of 7 m seems to be equivalent to modelling the

zw as a random variable distributed between [0 m,

14 m]. At zw = 0 m, 7 m and 14 m, the final designs

are H = 50 m, 45 m and H = 40 m, respectively.

Also, the final design when zw is exponentially

distributed between [0 m, 14 m] is H = 45 m. This

further suggests that there are close similarities in the

results when zw is considered deterministic at zw-
= 7 m and when it is modelled as exponentially

distributed between [0 m, 14 m]. However, the sig-

nificantly different final designs at zw = 0 m and 14 m

(i.e., H = 50 m and H = 40 m, respectively) under-

scores the importance of establishing the absence or

presence of water or a tension crack fully filled with

water in the design of rock slopes.

6.4 Effect of Variability in Unit Weight of Rock

It is generally assumed that the variability in rock unit

weight is small, with a coefficient of variation (COV)

of less than 10% (Aladejare and Wang 2017a).

Therefore, rock unit weight has frequently been

considered as deterministic in reliability analyses

(Hoek 2007; Aladejare and Wang 2018). Although

the variability of rock unit weight is relatively small,

its effect on the design might not be necessarily

negligible, particularly for the design of rock slope

that is expected to have a long-life span. To quantify

the effect of variability in rock unit weight, a

sensitivity study is performed in this section that

models cr explicitly as a normally distributed random

variable with mean 2.6 tonnes/m3 and five different

values of COV of cr (i.e., COVcr = 5%, 10%, 15%,

20% and 30%).

Figure 9 shows the results of Pf against H rela-

tionships when cr is considered uncertain at different

COVs. As shown in Fig. 9, the final designs for the

rock slope when COV of cr is taken as 5% (i.e., open

rhombuses), 10% (i.e., open circles) and 15% (i.e.,

open squares) are determined as H = 45 m. However,

the feasible designs when COV of cr is taken as 20%

(i.e., open triangles) and 30% (asterisks) are deter-

mined as H = 40 m and 35 m, respectively. This

result shows that the effect of cr variability on rock

slope designs is minimal at COV of between 5 and

15%while it becomes more significant at COV of 20%

and 30%. From the results of the analysis, it is evident

that while the unit weight can be considered and taken
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deterministic in some designs, especially if the COV

of cr is not more than 15%, doing same at a COVmore

than 15% can have significant effect on the design. At

a COV of more than 15%, the unit weight should be

modelled as a random variable to fully depict its

variability. The MCS-based probabilistic approach

proposed in this study provides a straightforward and

rational vehicle for proper consideration and integra-

tion of such variability into reliability analysis of rock

slopes with relative ease.

7 Summary and Conclusions

This study proposed an MCS-based probabilistic

approach for design and sensitivity analysis of rock

slope. The proposed approach analyses responses of

rock slope under varying conditions of rock slope and

determines the feasible designs by comparing the

analysis results with a target reliability index or failure

probability. Statistical analysis was carried out to

construct histogram for failure and safe samples of

slope height from the MCS results. The failure

probability was estimated from the failure samples

of rock slope height, and feasible designs were

determined by comparing the failure probability of

slope height with the target failure probability.

Because one of the key objectives of mining engi-

neering operation is to maximize profit while ensuring

safe working condition, the feasible design with a

maximum value of rock slope height is taken as the

final design in the proposed approach. This will ensure

maximum excavation of rock slope, and greater return

on investment of mining projects.

In the approach, MCS was used as a numerical

process for repeated calculations of the factor of safety

in a bid to evaluate the failure probability of the rock

slope system. A unique feature of the proposed

approach is that the different variabilities and uncer-

tainties of rock properties and rock slope conditions

are explicitly considered and incorporated into the

sensitivity analysis. The approach allows the same set

of samples simulated from a single run of MCS to be

used through the values of their failure probability for

different reliability indexes of the rock slope. Using

the proposed approach, the variation in the failure

probability corresponding to different possible values

of rock slope design parameters can easily be evalu-

ated using MCS. One additional benefit of the

proposed approach is that it reduces the complexities

often associated with reliability analysis by using a

series of single-objective optimizations to achieve

sensitivity analysis of rock slope stability. Thus, the

proposed approach can be implemented in a rather

efficient and straightforward manner, without requir-

ing complex computational skill and time.

The proposed MCS-based probabilistic approach

has been illustrated with an example of rock slope

design. The results show that the proposed approach is

effective in incorporating the variability and uncer-

tainties in rock properties and slope conditions in the

design and analysis of mining and geotechnical

systems. The results of the illustrative rock slope

design example show that the design value of the slope

height fall within the typical slope height ranges

reported in literature for the adopted rock slope site.

The probabilistic approach is flexible and can adjust to

different reliability constraint during design analysis.

Using the same failure samples of slope height, final

designs at different reliability indexes can be obtained

without additional computational effort. The proposed

approach explores the effects of uncertainties in depth

of tension crack and water depth in tension crack depth

and variability in rock unit weight. The uncertainties

in depth of tension crack and water depth in tension

crack are shown to have effects on the design of rock

slope height, especially at extreme slope height and

water conditions. It is also found that, although the

rock unit weight variability is relatively minor, it has

significant effect on the design of rock slope, espe-

cially when the COV is beyond around 15%.
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